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LOOKING ACROSS HARBOR FROM EAST GLOUCESTER 
MARTHA HARVEY GLASS PLATE  8X10 AHS JH 030 CIRCA 1900



We are looking from Banner Hill across East Main Street towards the city with its church 
spires and City Hall peeking over the clustered buildings. The northeast end of Rocky 
Neck occupies the middle distance, just to the left of the schooner with its mainsail up. 
Fish companies led a sometimes perilous existence, with frequent changes of ownership, 
but we believe that the one in the foreground may have been Reed and Gamage. 

Martha Harvey’s images are often like Peter Pan’s Neverland, “nicely crammed”. In the 
image above, drying salted fish on flakes cover every spare inch of flat space. Some are 
still covered by white canvas to protect against dew and rain (and seagulls). Out in the 
harbor a small tug assists a clipper bowed schooner. Black smoke from a factory 
competes with the smell of fish. Just under the smoke/steam plume from the tug, we can 
see the harbor ferry, the Little Giant, shuttling patiently back and forth, with an 
intermediate stop at Rocky Neck. The ferry stop for Rocky Neck is just  underneath the 
plume (below). The ferry stop for East Gloucester pokes in on the middle right (above). 
The thing that looks like a radar dish on top of the building is, in fact, the blades of a 
wind mill shot with a slow shutter speed. The wind-mill kept the roof water tanks full for 
the fish processing line.  

 



THE CITY TERMINAL FOR THE FERRY;  
A SALT BARK LIES AT THE WHARF 
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THE LITTLE GIANT ARRIVES AT ROCKY NECK 
MARTHA HARVEY GLASS PLATE AHS JH 030



The gent in the grey derby, standing on the rail, has a bag in his hand, just possibly his 
lunch. Ladies first; the first passenger off is a lady. The trees are bare, and all passengers 
are warmly dressed. Every man has a hat on. 

The obvious, but as yet unmentioned vessel in this photograph is the large, odd-looking 
and high riding steamer in the middle of the harbor. Closer inspection shows her to be the 
British flagged S.S. Bencliff discharging salt into a waiting schooner; she is a sort of 
floating salt-seller (sic). See snippet view below. 

At this time, the operators of the Suez Canal charged tolls based on carrying capacity 
above the water line. Canny British ship owners built nearly 200 such turret vessels. 
Although odd-looking, they were a success. Much used for bulk cargoes, they carried 
their own derricks for loading/unloading. The bulges in the hull also contributed to lateral 
stability, and walkways on top of the bulges provided safe working platforms. More 
expensive to build, they fell out of favor when the canal operators changed the rules for 
charging tolls. 

THE S.S. BENCLIFF, A SO-CALLED “TURRET SHIP” IN THE HARBOR 
SNIPPET VIEW OF AHS JH 030



Turret ships earned their nickname from the small deckhouses perched on the fatter hulls, 
supposedly resembling gun turrets. Most of the extra cargo space was invisible to both 
the camera and the toll collectors, unless the vessel was in drydock. 

Technical note: after looking carefully at the first image taken looking across the 
harbor, it seems possible that Harvey might have used a telephoto lens. We cannot 
otherwise account for the perspective. (We did crop out considerable sky.) 

Such a lens would have foreshortened the apparent distances, that is Rocky Neck might 
appear closer than it actually is. We would like other people’s opinion of this matter. For 
use with a 8x10 plate camera, the lens would have been both big and heavy. 

Special thanks: 

To Captain Chum Bucket from Bosun Bilge 

THE S.S. BENCLIFF IN DRYDOCK PUBLIC DOMAIN


